
In this article, we'll be discussing the proper etiquette when it comes to serving cheese platters.

A cheese platter is a popular appetizer or snack that includes a variety of cheeses along with
flattering foods such as crackers, bread, fruits, nuts, and condiments. It is often served on a big
platter or wooden board to provide a wide variety of flavors, textures, and combinations for a
delightful culinary experience.

Cheese platter etiquette is essential to improving the eating experience, showing consideration
for tradition, and assuring everyone can enjoy the tastes.

Serving a cheese platter is a form of art that requires careful consideration and precision.
Whether you're delighting guests or simply satisfying a delicious snack, it's essential to follow
the rules of the cheese platter. Not only will you impress your guests with your impeccable taste,
but you'll also ensure that everyone enjoys a safe and delicious experience. So why settle for
anything less than perfection on your cheese platter?

● A significant rule is to provide a diverse selection of uneven portions of cheeses.
● An adequate amount of cheese should be available for all attendees while not

surpassing the proper portions of variety and quantity.
● Don't place cheese close to one another, especially the strong-smelling ones, as the

flavors will combine.
● Do not serve your cheese directly from the refrigerator. Chilled cheese often lacks the

flavor. To fully enjoy the savory flavor of the cheese, serve it at room temperature.
● Always use a different knife for each cheese to avoid mixing flavors.
● When cutting a cheese wedge, aim to cut a slice from the center to the rind of the

cheese.
● Try to use the provided utensils to transfer cheese to your plate rather than picking it

directly from the platter.
● Always start eating cheese from the mildest one to the strongest.
● Never call cheese "stinky" because it is rude.
● Consider ways to make the board accessible to attendees. When preparing a

cheeseboard, start by placing whole slices and large pieces of cheese on the board's
edges, preventing guests from dredging their knuckles and sleeves through the other
things while cutting pieces for themselves.


